Work up that bulge, warm up that hole and get ready to piss all over the
shimmering bodies on display in Slick Dogs, the latest fetish masterpiece from
TitanMen. Watch as a group of sexy canines—led by TitanMen exclusives Tony
Buff, Dean Flynn, JR Matthews and Will Parker—unleash their inner animals,
sliding their massive muscles into latex as they bark for their big bones.
Accompanied by dark yet colorful imagery, this dazzling display from director Paul
Wilde lets the visuals tell the story as filthy fantasies are vividly brought to life.
Cocky skinhead Spencer Reed catches the attention of cop JR Matthews, who
gets a wet lesson in authority as he’s transformed into an insatiable sex pig.
After a big game, Will Parker and Ethan Wolfe play hardball in the locker room—
where they cool off with a different kind of shower.
Encased in a form-fitting fisting cube, Billy Berlin is at the mercy of masters Tony
Buff and Dean Flynn—and double penetration is just one of the tricks they have
up their lubed sleeves.
(NOTE: Fisting and watersports only on DVD director’s expanded edit and
on Blu-ray™, both available at titanmen.com. Blu-ray™ allows the option of
viewing either the director’s expanded edit or the retail edit of Slick Dogs.)

Scene 1
TitanMen exclusive JR Matthews with Spencer Reed
With his massive chest bursting out of his dark blue skinhead gear, mohawked
Spencer Reed enjoys a cigar in a dark room bathed in sultry green and blue
tones—and soon blows smoke at latex cop JR Matthews. Spencer shows cop JR
who’s really in charge, and shoves him to the ground: “Suck my cock!” Spencer’s
strong hand controls JR’s head as his cock gets a messy spit bath. The two squirt,
including a huge load from Spencer that hits JR. Now planted to the ground with a
boot buried in his butt, JR gets doused in piss—including his own, which he shoots
up into his mouth. A chokehold soon has the cop passing out before waking up on
all fours, trapped between two bars that leave his ass for the taking. After fucking
JR inside the prison, Spencer releases him for more abuse. The deep-voiced top
lets out masculine moans while fucking as both of their veins bulge from their
biceps. JR’s hard cock is soon bouncing as he sits down on Spencer in a stunning
fuck shot that captures amazing penetration. Spencer then unleashes his piss into
JR’s mouth before sliding his dick into a clear, fleshy sleeve and fucking JR
through it. Spencer sheds the sleeve and fucks him balls deep some more,

squirting on him before the bottom fires a massive load over his own shoulder. JR
then pisses into both of their mouths before they share a spit- and piss-filled kiss.

Scene 2
TitanMen exclusive Will Parker with Ethan Wolfe
A locker room fantasy unfolds for athletes Will Parker and Ethan Wolfe, their toned
bodies squeezed into bold blue and red uniforms that have their jock cocks aching
for attention. Will is already worshipping his teammate’s massive meat, working it
up into a slippery lather. Ethan then shoves Will’s face into a running shoe—and
tapes it onto the submissive sucker’s head, forcing him to inhale the manly scent.
Turned on by the smell, Will soaks himself in piss—with Ethan joining the spray.
His face soon free, Will feeds his thick, bushy slab to Ethan, rubbing his own shoe
on Ethan’s pulsing cock. The hungry sucker jacks, slaps and whips Will’s cock
around before the two spunk—with Will licking his load off Ethan’s shoe. After
more piss play, Ethan gets his ass slapped and eaten. Now on his back, the
smooth stud gets fucked by Will, whose huge pecs and tight abs fill the frame. The
two then switch positions as Will sits down on his hung bud. After a doggie-style
fuck, the two release another round of loads on each other as a kiss completes
their winning drive to the end zone.

Scene 3
TitanMen exclusives Tony Buff and Dean Flynn with Billy Berlin
The arresting image comes straight out of a David Lynch film: With his body
encased in a shrink-wrap latex fisting cube, Billy Berlin is suspended on all fours
with his head and asshole exposed to the elements. Both are soon stuffed by two
latex-adorned studs; as Dean Flynn feeds Billy, mohawked Tony Buff shoves his
fist deep inside the bottom’s hole, the hair on his forearm getting slick. Freed from
the cube, Billy gets a feel of Dean’s fist and a taste of Tony’s giant slab—the two
sharing a sultry stare that speaks to the scene’s intensity. The alpha studs then
take turns twisting their fists inside Billy’s oozing ass, their manly arms sliding
against each other as they come close to double-fisting. Tony almost works both
of his own hands inside, then punch-fists Billy before the three shoot.
Now squeezed inside a near-transparent latex suit that hugs his muscles, Billy
takes turns feasting on Dean’s and Tony’s throbbing cocks. The tops kiss above
him as their dick heads touch in his mouth—then take turns forcefully fucking his
face as Tony ups the dirty talk. Dean then spreads Billy’s hole for rimming,
fingering and fucking, grabbing hold of the bottom’s latex as he rams him from
behind. Tony kisses Billy, gripping him as he encourages Dean to open up the
bottom’s hole. Tony then gets his turn inside Billy’s ass as Dean plows the
bottom’s gurgling mouth in a hot double-ramming that gets faster and deeper as
Tony pile-drives from above. After getting pissed on again, Billy sits down on Tony

before Dean slides in for a hot double penetration that further shows off their
amazing stamina. The scene reaches its climax with three more loads—including
a gusher from Tony that hits Billy’s ass.

Bonus Features (on retail and director’s expanded DVDs, and on Blu-ray™)
A behind-the-scenes clip shows Stephane Donaldson, Mr. International Rubber
2009, helping Spencer Reed and JR Matthews prep for their scene, while photo
session footage includes hot fluffing and stroking footage. A cumshot compilation,
trailer and look at TitanMen Tools and Lube are also included.

(NOTE: Fisting and watersports only on DVD director’s expanded edit and
on Blu-ray™, both available at titanmen.com. Blu-ray™ allows the option of
viewing either the director’s expanded edit or the retail edit of Slick Dogs.)
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